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ABSTRACT
By offering the possibility to already perform processing as packets
traverse the network, programmable data planes open up new perspectives for applications suffering from strict latency and high
bandwidth requirements. Real-time Computer Vision (CV), with
its high data rates and often mission- and safety-critical roles
in the control of autonomous vehicles and industrial machinery,
could particularly benefit from executing parts of its logic within
network elements.
In this paper, we thus explore what it takes to bring CV to the
network. We present our work-in-progress efforts of implementing a line-following algorithm based on convolution filters on a
P4-programmable NIC. We find that by appropriately identifying
regions of interest in the image data and by diligently distributing the necessary calculations among the various match/action
stages of the ingress- and egress pipelines of the NIC, our prototypical implementation can achieve over 19 decisions per second on
640x480 px grayscale images with filters large enough to guide a
small autonomous car through various courses.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → In-network processing; Middle boxes / network
appliances; Programmable networks; • Computing methodologies
→ Computer vision;
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1

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and the
associated programmability of data planes [5] has rekindled the
hopes of many researchers to finally conceive solutions for scenarios with extremely tight latency constraints and high bandwidth requirements [24]. By partially offloading processing steps
to network elements and thus avoiding overheads introduced by
multi-hop paths and network stacks of operating systems, the applicability of In-Network Processing (INP) has already been shown
to be beneficial for network management-related applications such
as load balancing [20] or the detection of heavy hitters [29] and of
DDoS attacks [16]. The possibility to reduce the overall traffic in
map-reduce and machine learning applications via in-network data
aggregation has been studied in [24, 25], as has the reduction of
latency in industrial feedback control by offloading simple control
algorithms to emulated programmable switches [23]. Further work
concerns e.g., consensus protocols [18] and key-value caching [11].
A common pattern in most of the aforementioned works is that
while the amount of data items handled in total is large (up to the
saturation point of the switching fabric in the network management
examples), the size of the individual items processed is small (fitting
into single packets) and the processing executed on each item is
not very complex (a bit of housekeeping few minor arithmetic
operations). In essence, each decision here can be taken on the data
plane at line rate, i.e., via a single pass over a single packet. As we
will describe later in this paper, the paradigms in popular data plane
programming languages such as P4 [4] are especially amenable to
such settings.
Prime examples for scenarios where the aforementioned assumptions on data sizes and decision complexities do not hold are processes aided by Computer Vision (CV) functions such as edge detection and object recognition in images. Involved in the control of
industrial processes [13, 32] or in finding trajectories of autonomous
cars [8] or swarms of drones [33], CV methods nowadays help operating a vast variety of systems. In some cases, e.g., when used
to detect pedestrians in autonomous driving, they even provide
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vital safety information. Executing parts of the CV logic within the
network (e.g., as inputs to industrial control systems) could further reduce reaction times and hence improve the general behavior
and safety of such systems. However, even low-resolution camera
images are at least two orders of magnitude larger than ordinary
Ethernet packets [7], so that naïve approaches may require keeping
large states over time spans much longer than the ordinary dwelling
times of packets within network elements, resulting in potentially
prohibitive memory requirements for in-network devices. Furthermore, CV algorithms typically involve computationally complex
operations such as matrix multiplications (on these large amounts
of data), which may not be possible on current Programmable Network Devices (PNDs) while sustaining line rate.
Contributions and Structure. In this paper, we explore to which
extent the processing capabilities of programmable data planes lend
themselves to the high demands of CV algorithms. To this end, we
first give a short introduction into the data processing pipelines of
current PNDs using the example of P416 [4, 31] programs (Section 2).
Next, we devise a simple line-following scenario as an example CV
application, discuss possibilities to offload parts of the necessary
computations to the network, and present details of our prototypical
INP pipeline (Section 3). Afterwards, we evaluate the applicability
and scalability of our INP-based line-following approach using
both synthetic benchmarks and a real-world testbed with a small
autonomous car (Section 4), before briefly reviewing related work
in Section 5 and concluding our paper in Section 6.

a small number of operations [31]. It, e.g., neither defines floatingpoint operations, nor the amount of individual operations an action
must at least contain and not even the number of available MAU
stages. More complex processing may hence need to be reformulated according to the available functionality [23]. Some targets
may offer the possibility to re-inject packets at the beginning of
the pipeline (recirculation), allowing it to pass through the same
MAUs multiple times, which enables the implementation of longer
processing procedures. A packet traversing the pipeline once can
sustain line rate [17]. Recirculation in an ingress-egress-ingress-...
fashion in contrast causes packets to stay in the PND longer and
may potentially cause side effects such as buffer overflows on the
ingress side of the pipeline if the rate of incoming plus recirculated
packets surpasses the data plane’s capacity, yet it may be the only
possible method to implement longer processing procedures.
Thus, while P4’s pipeline is a good fit for decisions that can be
taken based on a single packet (e.g., next-hop lookups for routing),
more complex decisions or such that need a sharing of information
between several packets are, although desirable, much harder to
properly express. In the following, we give an example of a common
CV operation that, when executed within the network, suffers from
both of the above problems, and is thus an ideal subject of study
when aiming to compensate for the intricacies of P4’s data plane
programming approach.

2

Computer vision is an interdisciplinary field comprising a variety of
tasks which can be summarized as the “recognition, reconstruction
and reorganization” [19] of data to help machines gain higher-level
understandings of images and image sequences. Depending on the
task at hand, images are processed using highly individual processing sequences of varying complexity (see, e.g., [22, 26, 35]). In this
section, we construct an example sequence that allows us to recognize the middle of a line highly contrasting with the background,
in order to guide a small autonomous car along that line.

BACKGROUND: THE P4 PIPELINE FOR
PROGRAMMABLE DATA PLANES

While the idea of processing data as packets advance through networks has been repeatedly proposed in past decades [28, 30, 34],
only the fairly recent availability of PNDs (e.g., [3, 21]) called for a
joint effort by major players from industry and research to introduce a common and open programming language for the data plane,
termed P4 [4]. The language introduces an abstract forwarding
model for PNDs based on the notion of Match-Action Units (MAUs),
which allows specialized hardware to process packets at a fixed
latency with a throughput of one packet per clock cycle [5].
An arriving packet is first parsed and checked against a number
of anticipated headers (e.g., TCP/IP) and enriched with metadata.
The parsed headers are then passed to a sequence of MAUs, which
first match the content of one or several header fields against expected values or ranges, often using table lookups. Upon finding a
match, the PND takes a corresponding action, such as manipulating
the content of the packet’s headers with simple arithmetic operations or marking the packet for redirection to a specific output
port. Several MAUs can be stitched together to form a processing
pipeline, and both per-packet metadata as well as metadata shared
between packets (in designated registers of the device) can be used
to pass information from one MAU to the next. P4 conceptually
distinguishes between the ingress part of the pipeline, which can
process data before the next hop of a packet has been determined,
and an egress part for checks and manipulations before the packet
is sent out again.
The expressiveness of actions in P4 depends on the target hardware the program is executed on, and the language mandates only

3

3.1

A NETWORK-ASSISTED LINE-FOLLOWING
SCENARIO

Scenario Overview

In our scenario, we search a specific horizontal region of images
taken by a camera mounted on a small car for a pair of edges
that are most distinguishable from a potentially noisy background
(an example image from our setup can be seen in Figure 1). We
then assume that the edges we find while searching within that
region bound a broad vertical line we intend to follow with the
car. To this end, we define both a left and a right threshold (also
visible in Figure 1). If the middle of the found edges (and thus the
middle of the assumed line) deviates so much from the middle of
the image that it passes one of these thresholds, we turn our car
into the direction of the deviation so that a subsequent forward
movement advances the car along the line again. While there exist
more sophisticated line-following methods (e.g., using multiple
scanning regions at different vertical offsets to break ties when a
horizontal line crosses one region), our simple approach allows
us to concentrate our efforts on the actual CV processing part
rather than on non-CV-related functionality. We hence only explore
the possibility of implementing the edge detection functionality
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Figure 1: Example image from our line-following scenario.
A PND scans a horizontal region of an image from a camera
on a small car for the edges of a sharply contrasting vertical line. The edges’ positions are sent back to the car, which
turns accordingly if the positions surpass a threshold for either side. It then advances slightly forward and sends the
next picture.

with the help of PNDs and implement the rest of the functionality
(e.g., controlling the car based on the found edge positions) in
a client application on the platform hosting the camera. In the
following, we describe an approach to the edge detection problem
which is popular in autonomous driving scenarios [22] and exhibits
properties very amenable to execution within PNDs.

3.2

Edge Detection via Convolution

While there are plenty of edge detection algorithms available, a
simple yet useful technique involves the application of two filter
matrices to an image: By convolving an image P pixel-by-pixel
with a specific m × n filter matrix F and storing the values of the
convolution operations in a result matrix R, i.e.,
R(x, y) =

m Õ
n
Õ

P(x − i + a, y − j + a) F (i, j)

i=1 j=1

(where a denotes the middle coordinate of F , and P(x, y) = 0 for
coordinates outside the image), we gain entries of R that – in a
geometric interpretation – represent the dot product and hence
the similarity between the filter and the corresponding region of
the image. In grayscale images, we can, e.g., detect edges using the
so-called Prewitt operator [2], which chooses two filter matrices
F ∆H and F ∆V of dimension 3 × 3, so that the entries in R correspond
to the similarity of the respective region of an image with a sharp
horizontal (F ∆H ) or vertical (F ∆V ) edge; the higher the value of an
entry, the higher the resemblance of the region with an edge in the
direction of the passing of the filter. Thus, the left edge of a highlycontrasting vertical line as in our example scenario can be found by
keeping track of the highest response of convolutions within our
scanning region with F ∆V , and the right edge using a convolution
with −F ∆V . The standard variant of the Prewitt operator only takes
the 1-pixel neighborhood into account to find edges, but it can be
enlarged to cover the further vicinity, and we use a method similar
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to the one described in [27] to construct larger filters to better
account for the noisy background in our scenario.
Applicability on PNDs. The Prewitt operator and related convolution filters have three features that make them especially interesting
for partially offloading them to the network. First, the calculation of
the discrete convolution only needs addition, subtraction and multiplication operations of integer data (pixel intensity values), and
these are mandatory for all P4-enabled devices to implement [31].
Second, the individual entries of the result matrix are only correlated to a small part of an image. Thus, a PND implementing
a convolution-based CV stage does not need to wait until a full
image has been received to begin processing. Third, all entries of
the result matrix can be calculated independently. This means that
once all convolutions involving one row (or column) of pixels have
been calculated, this row (column) can be discarded by the device,
hence reducing the amount of state the device needs to hold in
memory. Convolution filters thus are highly versatile tools in the
CV domain implementable with both low arithmetic requirements
and a low memory footprint, making them promising candidates
for implementation via INP principles. We now discuss how we
can specifically offload our filter-based edge detection step to the
network in our example setup.

3.3

Bringing a Convolution-based Edge
Detection Filter to the Network

Having found a suitable candidate for edge detection on PNDs,
we now implement our line-following scenario according to the
structure presented in Section 3.1. Our client controlling the car
is implemented in Python and communicates with the PND via
standard Linux sockets, while our filter is implemented on a PND
using P416 . We present details of our prototypical implementation
in the following.
Communication pattern. For each movement decision we want
to take, our client sends image data to the PND. To this end, it splits
a (grayscale) camera picture into a series of chunks of n × n pixels,
A on the left of Figure 2. It then prefixes each
as depicted in part ○
chunk with the ID of the picture and the position of the chunk
within the picture (chunk ID), and then sends each prefixed chunk
to the PND in a separate UDP/IP packet in ascending order of chunk
ID. While this approach limits the achievable throughput due to the
overhead introduced by the individual packaging, it allows us to
both drastically simplify the implementation of the edge detection
filter in our prototype (as further described below) and to test our
approach with data streams of many small items which all require
individual handling by the PND. Upon packet arrival, the PND uses
P4’s ingress parser to separate picture- and chunk IDs from the
image data, and subsequently enters the beginning of the actual
B through ○
E of Figure 2). After the
convolution procedure (parts ○
convolution process has completed for the entire scanning region,
we send out a packet containing the found left and right edges of
the line to our client. Since we cannot create packets in P4 [31], we
rewrite the packet containing the last chunk of the scanning region
to contain our edge positions and send it back to the client.
Reduction of computation efforts. Due to the limited capacity
of PND pipelines, we first try to reduce the computation efforts for
the edge detection to a minimum. In our scenario, it is sufficient
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A A client sends a chunked camera
Figure 2: Simplified overview of our edge detection approach on PNDs (from left to right): ○
B The PND uses P4 match-action stages in ingress ○
C and egress ○
D to apply an edge
picture P (here: 5 × 5 pixels) to a PND. ○
E Registers hold information between packets.
detection filter F column-wise. ○

to calculate convolutions for our scanning region. However, our
client is unaware of the exact vertical position of this region within
the picture and hence sends the entire picture to the PND. Thus, to
reserve as much of the PND’s MAU- and buffer capacity as possible,
we immediately drop any packet not containing chunks within the
scanning region. Further, we assume that our scanning region is
contained within exactly one horizontal row of chunks sent by the
client, i.e., we limit the size of our filters so that they only consider
pixels within that series of chunks. Otherwise, depending on the
size of our filter matrices (cf. Section 3.2), we may need to keep
information from several rows of chunks in the PND’s memory to
perform our convolution calculations, which would be hard given
the limited memory of PNDs. To further reduce our computation
effort, we assume that the vertical line we want to detect has a
very high contrast to the background, similar to the ones visible in
Figure 1 and on the left side of Figure 2. This allows us to assume that
the line is well detectable on any horizontal part of the picture, and,
especially, on any of the rows that constitute our scanning region.
We thus choose to calculate the convolution around the pixels in
the middle row of the scanning region only, since this should yield
sufficient results for our prototypical implementation. At last, since
the filter matrices for both edges are negative versions of each other
(again, cf. Section 3.2), we can calculate the partial sums for the two
convolutions in a unified manner, using the negative version of the
left edge’s summand also for the right edge to further reduce the
number of calculations to perform.
P4 Pipeline Organization. While we proactively drop unneeded
packets and reuse as many results of arithmetic operations as possible, depending on the architecture of the PND, a single pass through
the pipeline may not be sufficient to complete a convolution. To
make the most use of the P4 pipeline on PNDs, we implement our
edge detection as a looped program that executes calculations for
the convolution in both the ingress and the egress stages and then
B in
recirculates the packet if more calculations are needed (part ○
the upper middle of Figure 2). We use a per-packet metadata field
to store the current processing step and employ two tables that

match on this field (one in ingress, one in egress) to trigger the
calculations in the corresponding actions. Our calculation steps
are organized along the horizontal axis, i.e., we first compute the
partial sums for the leftmost column of our picture chunk in the
C in the lower middle of Figure 2), then the sums
ingress (part ○
D and so forth. The
for the second column in the egress (part ○),
sums for the columns are stored in per-packet metadata variables
E so we can calculate the final values for the filters (the
(part ○),
responses) once all column sums are available. We keep track of the
highest responses of our two filters over all considered chunks in
E and ultimately return the positions that
registers (also in part ○)
yielded these responses as the positions of the edges.

4

EVALUATION

We present the results of a preliminary evaluation of our implementation of a line-following filter on PNDs. To this end, we compile our
P4 program with a Netronome Agilio CX 2x25GbE SmartNIC [21]
as the target, using the Netronome-specific P4 compiler with default
settings. We use a second SmartNIC of the same type without a P4
program installed to send images to our program, both real images
from our test setup in Section 3.1 (with the car connected wirelessly
to the computer of the second SmartNIC) and synthetic variants
from an image generator. Note that the results of the performed
convolutions and hence the found edge positions are independent
of the platform they are calculated on as long as integer calculations
of sufficient bit length are available (our filters require signed 32-bit
integers). We thus only evaluate the scalability of our approach
regarding maximum filter size and the time our pipeline requires to
calculate the positions of the edges, yielding the number of pictures
we can analyze per second.
Maximum filter size. We first attempt to find the maximum size
of a P4 program implementing our looped filter by synthesizing
programs with increasing number of columns and rows per chunk
(and, hence, allowed filter size). For a filter size of m × n, each program requires n 32-bit metadata fields to store the column-wise
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convolution summands, 2 32-bit registers to store the overall highest responses, as well as 4 16-bit registers to store control information. Additionally, we need 13 bit of further control-flow related
metadata per packet, including 8 bits to store the current step in
the recirculation pipeline. We are able install P4 programs with a
maximum filter size of 10 × 10 pixels on the SmartNIC; programs
with larger filter sizes do seem to compile as valid P4 code, but
the tool chain is unable to synthesize the byte code for the device.
The number of match-action stages in our looped variant remains
constant irrespective of the filter size, and we assume that the number of calculations we execute per stage surpasses the capacity
of the SmartNIC’s MAUs implementation at this size. Filter sizes
larger than of 10 × 10 pixels may appear in more elaborate object
recognition scenarios [14]. However, based on a visual inspection
of the accuracy of the edge finding process (by rendering the position of the found edges into the respective photos taken by the
camera) and the resulting behavior exhibited by our car, we find
that already when applying a filter of size 5 × 5 pixels, we can guide
our car through a course with high background noise and various
sharp bends most reliably in terms of accuracy of the detected edge
positions.
Time per picture / throughput. To assess the number of pictures
we can process per second using our approach, we use our image
generator on the machine hosting the second SmartNIC to send
out images to our P4 program as quickly as possible using a Linux
socket with default settings, and measure the processing time exhibited by our program, averaged over 1000 pictures. We capture
the time from the beginning of the transmission of the first chunk
of a picture until the arrival of the packet containing the positions
of the edges, and additionally use the SmartNIC’s timestamping
functionality to assess the time it takes for a single chunk to circulate through our pipeline. Using the 5 × 5 filter, due to the large
overhead introduced by sending packets with a payload of essentially 25 bytes (the size of the filter), we can send and analyze one
picture approx. every 50 ms (stddev 3 ms). Processing the last chunk
for each picture takes approx. 150 µs (stddev 1.3 ms). The SmartNIC
however drops packets intermittently for this filter size; we do not
get an answer for 13.7% of our pictures. We attribute this behavior to buffering problems caused by recirculating a large number
of packets several times. For the 10 × 10 filter with 800 bytes per
chunk, we experience zero drops and the achievable rate increases
to approx. one picture every 13 ms (stddev 5 ms), while the processing time for the respective last chunk increases to approx. 187 µs
(stddev 0.6 ms). These results mean that we can perform edge detection in the network on up to 19 images per second using the reliable
5 × 5 pixels filter, and on up to 77 images using the less precise
10×10 pixels filter, allowing the car to move at a considerable speed.
Yet, we still have to find the optimal trade-off between adequate
filter size and a steady achievable throughput in our prototype.

5

RELATED WORK

The execution of CV functionality has been studied for a number of
restricted platforms. Wang et al. [33], e.g., use the example of flying
drones and apply a number of pre-processing steps on the drones to
reduce bandwidth usage when sending video streams to edge computing services, whereas Denby et al. [6] adapt CV to the resources
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of low-cost nanosatellites. MobileNets [9] and SqueezeNet [10] propose partitioning- and scaling methods for convolutional neural
networks to accommodate CV functionality on devices with limited
processing power, memory, or connection bandwidth. All these
approaches consider restricted CPU/GPU-based platforms, while
other works, such as the ones by Korol et al. [12] and AguilarGonzález et al. [1], target ASICs and FPGAs. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to show that a simple CV task can
also be performed on the match-action pipelines of modern PNDs,
and thus, as a service offered by the network, allowing restricted
platforms of varying kinds to benefit.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe our work-in-progress efforts to execute
Computer Vision (CV) functionality on Programmable Network
Devices (PNDs). We identify convolution-based filters (which are
common steps in many CV scenarios) as promising candidates
for an execution on PNDs and implement an edge detection filter
on a PND using the P4 programming language. This allows us to
guide a small autonomous car over a variety of courses with up
to 19 decisions per second using a reliable 5 × 5 pixels filter. In
our implementation, we use the nature of P4’s processing pipeline
in combination with the packet-oriented working mechanism of
networks to our advantage, by diligently splitting up the processing
load, distributing it along the pipeline and sharing information
obtained from the processing of a single previous packet with the
packet currently in the pipeline.
Our implementation is prototypical and can be improved on in
a variety of ways. We may, e.g., be able to support even larger filter
sizes by splitting up the per-column calculations into additional
sub-stages, alleviating the problem of overfull action stages, which
currently appear as a limiting factor. To this end, we also want to
explore how we can make more use of the available table memory
on the PNDs. Our calculations for the convolution filters are currently explicit. It would thus be interesting to see whether data sent
to the devices can be structured in such a way that calculations
can be assisted via table lookups, e.g., to mitigate the problem of
intermittent drops with small filter sizes. We also made a number
of assumptions concerning the structure and the arrival pattern of
picture data at the PNDs. Most significantly, our approach is currently only able to calculate the convolution filter on a per-packet
basis, i.e., we sub-sample the horizontal region we search in. Although our experimental evaluation shows that this is sufficient for
line-following scenario, we cannot deal with cases where an edge is
split up into multiple packets. We thus plan to investigate whether
it is possible to share data between packets that are processed in the
pipeline such that the convolutions can also be calculated across
packet borders. Furthermore, given its usage of recirculation and
potentially sparse global and metadata memory, we plan to evaluate
the impact of our filter on co-located [15] in-network functions.
Our initial results are promising and we believe that further CV
functionality and, more generally, other stream-based data such as
sensor values can be handled within the network using processing
pipelines similar to ours.
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